
TRIAL OVERVIEW

Part 4 - Building a Dashboard from Scratch

This guide accompanies the part 4 video which you can view here. Where you can receive 
additional trial resources. 

Let's go to the dashboard home page:

There are two ways to start a new dashboard. Click on the + icon 
in the main area, or click on the + icon on the left pane. Let's click 

on the left pane, and choose new dashboard:

Here we need to do two things. First, choose the data source.  
For now we’ll choose one of the demo data sets we provided in the 
trial, in the next guide we will show you how to add your own data:

Second, we will give our dashboard a name and click create:

Now we will add our first widget. Click “select data”:

In our next guide, #5 in the series, we’ll build our data model from scratch.

You can use CSV or excel files of your own data for this. 

Now that you have seen how Sisense works, try it out for yourself. 

Feel free to get all the other helpful trial guides here.

Want to do a full test drive on your own data?

Contact us and one of our product specialists 
will build a POC based on your actual data.

Let's count the number of unique users.

The table and field list may differ based on your data model. We will tackle  
data models in our next guide. 

Sisense will automatically suggest relevant visualizations:

Let's add a date dimension. Click “add more data” and choose “create date”:

You see how the visualization suggestions have changed:

let’s modify it. Click “advanced configuration”:

First of all, let’s show a monthly trend rather than an annual one:

Let’s see the actual values:

We’ll make the name more comprehensible and we’ll click “apply”:

Amazing. We have our first widget. Let's give it a title:

Let's add another widget:

This time let’s check the city distribution of our users:

We’ll take this data from two different tables as they are joined in the backend:

Click on “advanced configuration”:

 Let’s fix it up a bit:

Add the actual values and fix the name like we did before:

Now let's sort it by descending order:

Minimize our view a bit:

Now we can see that 274 of our users are from Washington and 136 from Houston:

Let’s update the colors with conditional formatting: above 55 and under 55:

Now if you want to see the user trend just for Washington, simply click  
on the Washington column in our new widget:

You can see how our first widget adjusts accordingly and the filter is added  
to the right pane:

We recommend playing around and adding more widgets and filters to 
familiarize yourself with additional features that were not mentioned in  
this guide.

Let's add a filter to show only the top 15 cities: Then let’s add a title and apply:

https://www.sisense.com/training/trial-onboarding/
https://www.sisense.com/training/trial-onboarding/
https://www.sisense.com/get/test-drive/

